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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. This was a unicorn of a
deal that I just had to have. Most pleasurable experience yet when it comes to purchasing a
vehicle. I will buy from them again. Great service and clean inventory - These are the nicest
people we have had the pleasure of working with. We had to drive quite a ways to get to the
RAM we purchased, but Frankie was more than willing to work with us and sent everything we
needed in writing in advance. This was a very personable and easy car buying experience. This
place needs improvement. The car I went to test drive needed repair before I even drove off the
lot. The car had the engine light ok as well. Couldn't buy a car with these issues upfront. Nice
folks, Moe helped me. The cars are not in great shape. They had this one listed as 4WD, but it is
not. It is AWD. Refused to respond to my request for additional information, just kept asking
when I was coming in for a test drive. Misrepresented truck drove 6 hrs one direction truck was
smoking and was full of rust in bed frame and cab all salesman wanted to show about was the
radio will never go back and would never reccomend to anyone. They reached out but I didn't
move forward with the car as I decided on something else. Was a good experience and not
pushy. Communication is excellent!!! In my opinion, They are dedicated to customer service.
Very pleased with my transactions with them. I will buy from them again!!! I would like to thank
Ria, Andre, and Kath from the dealership for all their sincere help!!! The car was waiting for me,
the description of the car was spot on, and the overall experience was very pleasant. Highly
recommend this dealership!!! Contacted dealer by phone several times and requested
additional photos of the Ford Ranger but the dealer stated they were having problems with their
internet service and could not send them to my computer email - stated they have tried several
times but could not send the information. To date have not received the additional photos and
requested vehicle information. Since I live about two hours from the dealership the requested
information is necessary to consider the vehicle purchase. Dealer was exact on what they had
in there lot. Budged a lil on the price and nice customer service. Truck is running pretty good.
Thanks guys n the lady by the door. Outstanding customer service and nice quality vehicles.
Purchase a used truck and had all my expectations met from price to service and even took care
of some missing items even though the vehicle was a sold as is at no additional cost! Highly
grateful definitely would recommend and purchase my next vehicle from them. Ask for
Menachem, he a very friendly honest an fair salesmen. Good people to deal with and I can
recommend them as a business that is trustworthy! Came down a little on price but pricing was
good. I would recommend. These guys are about as honest as you will find in my opinion! First,
he knew I was coming from out of town and he took the time to let me know about some
extremely minor rust spots that are very typical for the vehicle year I was looking at that most
dealerships would have never even mentioned considering how small they were. Very
impressed, would highly recommend! They sold me a the car with the timing belt nearly gone, if
i would have kept driving it without it being fixed the engine would have been damaged beyond
repair. I would have bought the car regardless, but they weren't forthcoming with that
information which i don't appreciate. I would advise any buyer to beware of any "as is" sales.
Donnie Rockets provided a "Rocket Response" and was honest and fair over the phone. When I
went to the lot, they had several other vehicles on the lot not posted online, that should be. All
priced fairly and seem like reliable cars. Have not made a purchase from them or anyone yet.
They will be the first in mind when time to decide. I sent a message about the vehicle. He
responded to the message. I then phoned him directly to answer all my questions. Everything
worked like it should. No problems or delays. This is the exact phrase I e-mailed to them: Good
evening. I would like to know if the pickup is still available and would like to know the overall
condition of it. Any additional information would be greatly appreciated. Thank you. This is the
exact phrase I received: nice rust free. The Pontiac Grand Prix gets a refresh this year, though it
still rests on the same platform, and the exterior shape and style follows the old generation
closely. Its makeover comes mainly on the inside. Gone is the SE trim and the old 3. Despite the
updates, the Grand Prix still only comes with a 4-speed auto tran. ABS is standard on the GT2
and GTP models only, but the GT1 comes nicely equipped with fog lights, rear spoiler, remote
entry, cruise control, and power windows and mirrors. The muscular standout for the Grand
Prix, however, is the special Comp-G package for the GTP, which adds a stiffer suspension,
electronic throttle control, a tighter turn radius, Stabilitrak stability program, sports seating with
supportive bolsters, and the new TAPshift, a touch-activated shift control on the steering wheel.
This gives you the sense of shifting gears even with the old 4-speed automatic. Structurally, the
Grand Prix gains some height and width for more spacious seating inside. Functionally, the
front passenger seat now folds flat in addition to the rear-folding seats, to carry longer or
oversized cargo. The instrument panel has been somewhat simplified, though is still overly
busy. As always, the V6 engine earns a lot of praise from Pontiac Grand Prix owners. The sports
sedan performs well on the highway, with good acceleration and sturdy handling. Shifting is

smooth, and the driving enthusiast who must masquerade as a responsible consumer will enjoy
the peppy ride. Other driver favorites are the heads-up display, the fold-down front seat, and the
large trunk. The Grand Prix still has limited rear headroom because of its wedge design, and the
legroom hasn't improved much. Same goes for the quality of materials, which still look
disappointingly cheap. Drivers also wish for an updated transmission. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Pontiac
Grand Prix listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Kathleen.
CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Private Seller: John. Cedar, MN Message Seller. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are
replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about Pontiac Grand Prix wheel specs?
Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last
Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment
data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit
your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size
Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year
Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! W-body III [ Pontiac Grand Prix 3. It is measured in
millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to
reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting
flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the
wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. Pontiac Grand Prix 5. See Alloy
Wheel fitment information for Pontiac Grand Prix for other model years: Try our Wheel
Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was
successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us
the correct data Other. Taking pole position for a Pontiac rebirth, the all-new Grand Prix is
cleaner, meaner, and more refined than Ponchos past. Gone are the tacked-on cladding,
overwrought interior, and benign road manners, all supplanted by an ambitious effort to
challenge the midsize sedan segment wielding performance and packaging as weapons. While
the primary Japanese players have rolled out new models over the past two years, each
boasting V-6 models with well over horsepower, Grand Prix still lays claim to being the power
player. Beyond pure numbers, it is the character that distinguishes the Grand Prix. The
development team sought a decidedly American personality wrapped with an
international-flavored packaging. The result is a clean, streamlined exterior, relatively restrained
interior, and patriotic bravado in the right places. For example, all models feature machined
quad exhaust pipes, with the GTP emitting a particularly satisfying rumble. With such twisting
force available, we expected the front-driver to torque steer on hard launch like the Altima, but
such sideways motion is almost entirely stifled. Naturally, the tires can still erupt in a
neighborhood-terrorizing squeal with the traction control off. Very telling of the enthusiast
mindset behind the GP, a little wheel spin is permitted with traction control on, still rewarding
with a hearty chirp. Such nanny systems usually send a car into a fit of engine pacification and
brake application to counter stoplight shenanigans, but Pontiac saw fit to reward the driver with
a satisfying audio cue that ultimately does improve acceleration times. Factory-provided
acceleration numbers put the GTP at 15 seconds flat in the quarter mile, or a full second quicker
than its 16 key competitors. The claimed mph time is 6. Adding to the driving excitement are the
TAPshift steering-wheel mounted toggle controls to offer F1-style shifting. In the "manual"
mode, gear selection is indicated in the driver information center. Just a light tap commands the
automatic transmission to do the driver's bidding, increasing the man-machine interaction. A
welcomed distinguishing feature, such controls were previously the province of premium autos,
such as the Aston Martin , BMW , or Ferrari. While Americans are known for their straightline
passions, Pontiac regarded handling as a primary objective, intent on pushing the sedan's
corner-carving abilities to the segment's limits. The MacPherson strut front and multilink rear
suspension has been tuned to balance road-holding and ride comfort, with decent ride isolation.
The Competition Group aka Comp G suspension package features unique tuning,
larger-diameter anti-roll bars, lighter-weight inch aluminum wheels, and more aggressive tire
fitment to achieve a reported 0. So fitted, the Grand Prix feels solid with limited body roll and

controlled manners, though not firm. Tipping the scales at pounds, the GTP is a hefty car that
feels solid and unperturbed by aggressive driving, encouraging a heavy foot. To assist wayward
drivers during moments of dynamic indiscretion, a Bosch-sourced Stabilitrak Sport system
provides four-wheel stability assistance. Tuned for the enthusiast, the system is less intrusive
than the related Stabilitrak offered on Cadillac models, enabling spirited driving with gentle
corrections. Like the Grand Prix's dynamics, the interior makes a similar evolutionary advance.
The GP draws influence from European sedans for a cleaner, more modern appearance than the
car it replaces. Controls remain a touch oversized, ensuring good ergonomics, and displays are
easily read. The steering wheel feels a tad large, but its diameter enables a clear view of the
instrument panel. Borrowing a concept from Saab , the GP dash can be darkened, leaving just
the improved heads-up display illuminated at night. Panel gaps have been reduced, though still
more pronounced than the Audi A4 engineers benchmarked. Front riders are treated to wide
bucket seats, with gentle bolsters. Some passengers will find i
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ssue with the seat back and bottom angles. However, there are no dissenting opinions for the
cargo-toting versatility. Like a Chrysler PT Cruiser , the front passenger bucket tips horizontal.
Fold down the optional bench to create a 9. This interior flexibility was first exhibited on the
Rageous concept that graced Motor Trend's cover a few years ago, proving there is always
something to be gleaned from concept cars. Access for entering or loading the rear is enhanced
by a wide degree rear door swing. The trunk itself is cavernous with 16 cubic feet of space,
maximized through the use of scissor hinges and struts, rather than cheaper, intrusive
goose-neck hinges. Pontiac forecasts 75 percent of sales will be for the GT model, meaning a
relatively high one in four buyers will experience the quick, confident, and capable GTP. We
hope they select the optional suspension to savor the car's impressive abilities. Close Ad.
Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

